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Abstract
This paper presents a parallel modeling of a lossy image compression method based on the fractal theory and its
evaluation over two versions of dual-core processors: with and without simultaneous multithreading (SMT)
support. The idea is to observe the speedup on both configurations when changing application parameters and
the number of threads at operating system level. Our target application is particularly relevant in the Big Data era.
Huge amounts of data often need to be sent over low/medium bandwidth networks, and/or to be saved on devices
with limited store capacity, motivating efficient image compression. Especially, the fractal compression presents
a CPU-bound coding method known for offering higher indexes of file reduction through highly time-consuming
calculus. The structure of the problem allowed us to explore data-parallelism by implementing an embarrassingly
parallel version of the algorithm. Despite its simplicity, our modeling is useful for fully exploiting and evaluating
the considered architectures. When comparing performance in both processors, the results demonstrated that the
SMT-based one presented gains up to 29%. Moreover, they emphasized that a large number of threads does not
always represent a reduction in application time. In average, the results showed a curve in which a strong time
reduction is achieved when working with 4 and 8 threads when evaluating pure and SMT dual-core processors,
respectively. The trend concerns a slow growing of the execution time when enlarging the number of threads due
to both task granularity and threads management.
Keywords: image compression, fractal compression, simultaneous multithreading, big data.
1. Introduction
Considering the era of Big Data, the thematic of image compression becomes more and more relevant (Chen et
al., 2012; Revathy & Jayamohan, 2012; Sundaresan & Devika, 2012). The main objective consists in reducing
the irrelevance and redundancy of the image data to store or transmit data in an efficient way. For instance,
images obtained by experiments in the fields of astronomy, medicine and geology may present several gigabytes
in memory, emphasizing the use of image compression properly (Pinto & Gawande, 2012). In this context, a
technique called Fractal Image Compression (FIC) appears as one of most efficient solutions for reducing the
size of files (Jeng et al., 2009; Khan & Akhtar, 2013). An expensive encoding phase characterizes the FIC
method, since the search used in the algorithm to find self-similarities is time-consuming. A square image with
1024 pixels as dimension may take more than an hour to be compressed in a single processing system. This
elucidates why this technique is not so widespread among the traditional operating systems. However, at high
compression ratios, fractal compression may offer superior quality than JPEG and Discrete-cosine- transform
(DCT)-based algorithms (George & Al-Hilo, 2009). Unlike the coding phase, the decoding one occurs quickly,
for instance, enabling users to download compressed images or videos from Web servers and visualize them in
their hosts in a reasonable time interval.
Considering a lower encoding phase of FIC method, some alternatives are considered to minimize this process.
Basically, the most alternatives try to reduce the coding time by reducing the search for the best-match block in a
large domain pool (Fu & Zhu, 2009; Jeng et al., 2009; Mitra et al., 1998; Qin et al., 2009; Revathy & Jayamohan,
2012; Rowshanbin et al., 2006; Sun & Wun, 2009; Vahdati et al., 2010). Other possibilities consist in exploring
the power of parallel architectures like nCUBE (Jackson & Blom, 1995), SIMD (Single Instruction Multiple
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Data) (Khan & Akhtar, 2013; Wakatani, 2012) processors and clusters (Righi, 2012; Qureshi & Hussain, 2008).
The use of multitasking on recent computing systems is a possibility not deeply explored for solving the FIC
problem (Cao & Gu, 2010; Cao & Gu, 2011). The authors of these last initiatives presented an OpenMP solution
that was tested over a quad-core processor. Besides multicore, we are focusing our attention on SMT
(Simultaneous Multithreading) (Raasch & Reinhardt, 2003) capability, since both technologies are common on
off-the-shelf computers. Some researchers affirm that we will have tens or hundreds of cores, each one with
multiple execution threads (Note 1), inside a processor in the next years (Diamond et al., 2011; Rai et al., 2010).
This emphasizes the significance of modeling applications for such architectures.
The improvement in performance obtained by using multicore and SMT technologies depends on the software
algorithms and their implementations. Task granularity, threads synchronization and scheduling, memory
allocation, conditional variables and mutual exclusion are parameters under user control that must be carefully
analyzed for extracting the power of these technologies in a better way. In this context, the present paper
describes the FIC technique and its threads-based implementation. The FIC problem allows a program
organization without data dependencies among the threads, which is special useful for observing key
performance factors on parallel machines. Therefore, we modeled an embarrassingly parallel application by
exploiting data-parallelism on the aforemesaid problem. Contrary to (Cao & Gu, 2010; Cao & Gu, 2011), we
obtained the results by varying the input image, the application parameters as well as the target machine.
Particularly, we used two dual-core machines, one with and another without SMT capacity. In this case, SMT
doubles the number of execution threads from 1 per core to 2, increasing processor throughput by multiplexing
the execution threads onto a common set of pipeline resources. Our evaluation confirmed gains up to 29% when
enabling SMT. Besides computer architecture information, this paper also discusses the impact of the number of
threads and task granularity on the obtained results.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the two traditional approaches for image compression.
The FIC method is presented in Section 3 in details. Section 4 shows the parallel modeling proposed for the FIC
problem, while Section 5 describes its implementation. The tests and the discussion of the results are presented
in Section 6. Section 7 presents some related works. Finally, Section 8 points out the concluding remarks, future
works and emphasizes the main contribution of the work.
2. Image Compression
A Pixel is the minimum unit to define an image. A digital image is a bi-dimensional matrix composed by a set of
pixels whose spatial resolution is I × J, where both I and J ∈ N and corresponding matrix element value
identifies a set of discretized attributes (ex. gray level, color, transparency, and so on). Consequently, the larger
the size of the image, greater will be the number of its pixels and attribute discretization, where each pixel is
represented by a collection of bits, normally 16, 24 or 32 bits. In case, 16 Mbytes of memory are required to
store a single image of 2048 × 2048, with 32 bits/pixel. In addition, some square images obtained by
researchers can present dimensions up to 106, which turns clear the importance of the image compression field.
We could classify the compression process in two subprocesses: (i) lossless compression and; (ii) lossy
compression.
2.1 Lossless Compression
Situations in which the information needs to be kept intact after uncompressing usually employ Lossless
compression. Medical images, technical drawings or texts are examples of using the lossless approach (Chen &
Chuang, 2010). First, this process consists in transforming an input image f(x) in f’(x). According to Fu and Zhu
(2009), this transformation can include differential and predictive mapping, unitary transforms, sub-band
decomposing and color spacing conversion. After that, the data-to-mapping stage converts the f’(x) in symbols,
using the partitioning or run-length coding (RLC).
Lossless symbol coding stage generates a bit-stream by assigning binary codewords to symbols that were already
mapped. Lossless compression is usually achieved by using variable-length codewords. This variable-length
codeword assignment is known as variable-length coding (VLC) and also as entropy coding. Figure 1 depicts the
process for obtaining a compressed image through the lossless method. Such method is used on algorithms for
producing BMP, TGA, TIFF and PNG-typed images.
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Figure 1. Common stepps for compresssing an imagee when using a lossless encooder
Compression
2.2 Lossy C
Lossy com
mpression is ann irreversible method, but yyields better compact ratio rresults. After the uncompressing
process, thhe resultant im
mage will be almost identicaal to the originnal one, howevver never will be the same again
a
(Jeng et all., 2009; Khan & Akhtar, 2013). Analogouus to lossless coompression, thhere are three sstages on any lossy
compressioon: (i) transfoorm, (ii) quantiization and; (iiii) coding. Thhe transformatiion stage reduuces the correlation
among pixxels that resultts in a matrix oof values. Thee quantizer staage is used to rreduce quantitty of bits per pixel,
p
for example to transform
m color imagess into gray-scale ones. This pprocess is irrevversible and deefines the loss level
of the image quality. Thee stage codingg process utilizzes some methoods that avoid more losses inn the entire coding.
Figure 2 ddepicts the funnctioning of tthe lossy com
mpression methhods. Among lossy techniquues often used
d are
Predictive coding, JPEG
G coding, and F
Fractal coding.

Figurre 2. Commonn steps for imagge compressioon for a lossy-bbased encoder
pression
3. Fractall Image Comp
Mandelbroot and Fisher described
d
the cconcept of fracctal, which aree infinitely sellf- similar, iterrated and described
by mathem
matical formalisms (Chaurassia & Somkuw
war, 2009; Wakkatani, 2012). To better undderstand the feature
of ”self-sim
milarity”, for instance, we ccould make ann analogy to zzooming in wiith a lens or oother device, which
w
uncovers ffiner, previoussly invisible, nnew structure iin digital imagges. Therefore, fractals are sstructures that have
irregularitiies and fragmeentations in a large range suuch as clouds, smokes, mounntains and otheer nature elem
ments.
Fractal im
mage compressiion is an exam
mple of asymm
metrical methodds. They take more time/effo
fort compressin
ng an
image thann decompressing it. The ideaa is to do mostt of the work dduring the com
mpression, thuss creating an output
file that caan be decompressed very quiickly.
Coding phhase of the Fracctal Image Com
mpression (FIC
C) method usees the self-simiilarity conceptt to represent im
mage
blocks through the transsformation of coefficients (JJeng et al., 20009; George & Al-Hilo, 20009). This techn
nique
does not sstore or send blocks
b
of pixeels, but rather only functionns that represeent their transfformations. Th
his is
because a fractal represents a shapee that contains parts that aare replicas am
mong them- sselves under some
transformaation aspect, as
a shown Figuure 3 (a). The fractal com
mpression is a technique bassed in the iterated
function syystem (IFS) thheory. To undeerstand, considder the follow
wing formalism
m. Let F a grayy-scale image with
size m × m
m, then F is divided
d
in squuares non-overrlapped of sizee r × r called Range Blockss. The set of range
r
blocks is R
R. Also, F is paartitioned in sqquares d × d caalled Domain B
Blocks. The seet of domain blocks is D. Usually
d = 2 × r aas shown in Fiigure 3 (b). In dark blue it iss a subset of D and in light bblue a subset oof R. Then R = {R0,
R1, ..., RM }, with M = (m
m ÷ r)2 − 1, andd D = {D0, D1, ..., DN } with N = (m ÷ d)2 − 1.
uwar,
Contractivve Mapping Fiixed-Point theoorem is the maain idea behinnd a fractal enccoding (Chaurrasia & Somku
2009; Sharrabayko & Maarkov, 2012). T
The theorem aaffirms “if a trransformation is contractive then when applied
repeatedlyy starting with any initial pooint, we converrge to a uniquue fixed point””. Let X a com
mplete metric space
s
and f a funnction. If f : X → X is contraactive, then f hhas a unique fixed point |f |. The Eq. (1) deefines a contra
active
function, w
where s is a coontractive factoor with 0 < s < 1 and o the ooffset value (inn this case o reppresents brightness
level).
(1)
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Figure 3. (a) Observingg the recurrentt pattern of fraactals in the leaaves of a plant;; (b) Analyzingg the relation of
o a
subset R with r = 4 and a suubset D with d = 8 in a samplle image
Besides thhe fixed-point theorem,
t
Affinne Transformattions (Sharabaayko & Markoov, 2012) are uuseful to adapt Dj to
match to Ri. These transsformations arre performed in the followinng characteristtics of the blocck Dj: (i) isom
metric
(usually eight); (ii) scalle and; (iii) contrast. An A
Affine Transforrmation is givven by Eq. (22), where T() is an
isometric ttransformationn, s is a contracctive scale andd o means a sppecific brightneess level. S(Dj) represents a scale
factor thatt contracts Dj size to Ri sizee. The values of s and o aree defined in E
Eq. (3) and (4)), respectively.. The
following works (Cao & Gu, 2011; S
Sharabayko & Markov, 20122; Wakatani, 2012) provide detailed discussion
regarding tthese equationns.
(2)
∑

∑

∑

∑
∑

∑

∑
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Considerinng the aforemeentioned conteext, IFS repressents the operaations perform
med over Affinne Transformattions.
For any innitial value of Dj(x, y), there is a finite valuue n that will bbe the amount of iterative opperations needed to
get the fixxed-point near to the originall value Dj(x, yy). The main gooal is to find a Dj ∈ D whhich presents a high
similarity to Ri ∈ R. Inn this context, the metric useed to discover a best matchinng is a mean sqquare error (M
MSE).
Eq. (5) shoows how the MSE
M is found. In this equation, Ri(x, y) is an original pixxel from F. R’i is Dj modifie
ed by
Affine trannsformations. Before evaluaating MSE, eaach Dj is contrracted in factoor r ÷ d. This contraction ca
an be
used as thhe average amoong a group of nearest pixells as the absollute value of ddefined positioon in Dj. S(Dj) will
suffer all tthe eight standdard isometricc transformatioons: (i) rotatioon 0o; (ii) rotaation 90o; (iii) rotation 180o; (iv)
rotation 2770o; (v) flip H;; (vi) flip V; (vvii) flip HV annd; (viii) flip H
HV inverted. Thhe next step is to define whic
ch Dj
yields the minor MSE value.
v
Finally,, for each Ri w
will be found a Dj , an isoometry, a scalee and a brighttness.
Accordingg to Fu and Zhuu (Fu & Zhu, 22009), this mattching operatioon has compleexity of O[N4].
4. Parallell Program Moodelling
Commonlyy, we need to rewrite sequenntial programss to take the addvantages of pparallel architeectures. Basica
ally, a
parallel prrogram can follow
f
one orr a combinatioon of the folllowing paraddigms: (i) messsage-passing in a
multicompputer environm
ment; (ii) muultithreading pprogramming by exploring multiprocessors (or multicore)
systems; (iiii) GPU (Grapphical Processsing Unit) proggramming on vvectorial-based machines. T
This article presents
a modeling approach inn accordance w
with the seconnd paradigm. IIn this context, the threads may commun
nicate
among theemselves throuugh a commonn shared-memoory space in w
which they cann both read froom and write to. A
multithreaaded program can either deefine the launching of threaads by using function callss explicitly orr use
library-asssisted mechaniisms for creatiing them implicitly. In the ssame way, the operating systtem is in charg
ge of
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schedulingg each createdd thread to a sppecific processsor (or core) w
without user inntervention or he/she can aid the
operating ssystem with sccheduling instrructions.
In particullar, gains are limited by thhe fraction of the software tthat can be ruun in parallel simultaneouslly on
multiple ccores. This efffect is describbed by Amdahhl’s law. In thhe best case, sso-called embaarrassingly parallel
problems m
may realize sppeedup factors near the numbber of cores, orr even more if the problem iss split up enough to
fit within eeach core’s cacche(s), avoidinng use of muchh slower main system memoory. As alreadyy presented by Kim
and Choi ((Kim & Choi,, 2011), FIC hhas a natural paarallelism. Eacch comparisonn between rangges and domaiins is
independent. Therefore, we modeled an applicationn for exploitingg data-parallellism upon thiss feature. The main
idea is to sstart more thann one FIC threeads at the sam
me time by not defining data dependencies among them. Each
one will bbe responsible for a subset oof the originall image. Folloowing Garcia and Gao (2013), embarrassingly
parallel appplications are ideal for paralllel computerss. Their basic aargument conccerns that it is ppossible to ach
hieve
higher speeedups if the innterprocess com
mmunication iis either lowerr or non-existeent. These authhors affirm that this
performannce level is harrdly matched bby another application modell. Thus, Figuree 4 illustrates tthe proposed model
m
when empploying 4 threads.

Figure 4. Example oof the Parallel Model for thee FIC problem with 4 threadss
The first sstep of the moodel consists iin splitting thee original imaage in y equal subsets of R (see Section 3 for
details). T
The value of y indicates the number of thrreads employeed on compresssion coding. Each thread works
w
with a whoole set of D annd must test alll elements of tthis set againstt each range element received previously. Thus,
T
each threaad computes thhe FIC algorithhm for its ownn block, generaating both s annd o sets. The final step conc
cerns
the appennding of all blocks for geenerating the final compreessed image. This task only occur aftter a
synchronizzation point, which
w
waits fo
for the ending of all threads. Naturally, tthe performannce depends on
n the
number off cores or proccessors on a muultiprocessing machine, as w
well as the grannularity of thee work. Comm
monly,
the executtion curve pressents a perform
mance peak whhen the numbeer of threads is close to the pprocessing elem
ments
in the systtem. A modeling without data dependenccies is useful tto concentratee the discussioon in the following
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issues: (i) what is the peerformance in terms of appllication time w
when employinng different nuumber of coress; (ii)
which is tthe impact off r (dimensionn of the range) and m (dim
mension of the image) on m
multicore and SMT
systems.
5. Applicaation Developm
ment and Evaaluation Meth
hodology
Concerninng the model explained
e
earliier, we develooped an applicaation written iin C programm
ming language
e that
uses the rroutines from Pthreads for enabling the threads faciliities. Our impplementation uuses the following
directive ggroups from this
t
library: ((i) thread mannagement for creating, detaaching, and jooining threads; (ii)
mutexes m
management foor creating, deestroying, lockking, and unloocking mutexees; (iii) synchrronization barriers.
Figure 5 ddelineates the steps executedd in the main program. Conncerning the iinput image, thhe most refere
ences
found in thhe computing graphics
g
literaature (Chen & Chuang, 20100; Garg, 2011; George & Al-Hilo, 2009; Jeng et
al., 2009; Sundaresan & Devika, 2012) employed square-shapedd gray-scale im
mages. We havve decided to keep
this configguration and ussed two 24bppp BMP-typed iinput files. We are testing thee application w
with different range
r
of dimensiions (r × r): 2x2,
2
4x4, 8x8, 16x16 and 322x32. Basicallyy, the shorter the dimensionn of the rangess, the
larger the computationall time to solvee the FIC problem. This paraameter has an impact on appplication execu
ution,
since the threads managgement overheead is the sam
me when mainntaining the nuumber of them
m. Our application
creates onee, two, four, eiight, sixteen, oor thirty two thhreads. Each thhread has the taask of operatinng on a quadra
ant of
the imagee. We evaluateed each rangee belonging too the quadrannt against all domains. In addition, tests are
multipliedd by 8 since eacch domain has 8 isometries.

m executed by tthe main progrram.
Figure 5. The algorithm
R) (Sharabaykoo & Markov, 22012) measurees the error or distortion betw
ween
The peak signal-to-noisee ratio (PSNR
mage f and a deecoded one f’. At the end off the decompreess algorithm, tthe gerated im
mage is comparred to
original im
the originaal one, pixel-by-pixel, in ordder to computee the PSNR vaalue. The Eq. ((6) defines PSN
NR. MSE indicates
the mean error and was
w defined inn Eq. (5) preeviously. Seveeral works usse PSNR mettric to qualify
y the
reconstrucction of a lossyy compressionn method (Shaarabayko & Markov, 2012; K
Kim & Choi, 22011; Sun & Wun,
W
2009; Qin et al., 2009). The
T parallel ennvironment, inn its turn, has tw
wo nodes, each one with a ddual- core processor.
Although tthey present thhe same number of cores, theey present diffferent composiitions: (i) Intell E7500, 2.93 GHz,
G
with 3 Mbbytes of Cachee L2; (ii) Intel i5-460M, SM
MT capacity wiith 4 executionn threads, 2.533 GHz, 512 Kb
bytes
Cache L2,, 3 Mbytes Caache L3. The ffirst configurattion presents tw
wo execution threads, one pper each processing
core.
1
10

,

(6)

l
Simultaneoous Multithreaading is a way to virtualize oone or more coores on a singlle one. At operrating system level,
a SMT-asssisted dual-corre processor wiill be reportedd as four logicaal processors. T
The main strenngth of SMT iss that
it allows for flexible sccheduling of aall available eexecution slotts, which increases efficiency by keeping
g the
execution core as busy as
a possible. Foor accomplishiing this, the m
main function oof SMT technoology is to decrease
the numbeer of dependennt instructions on the pipeline by taking addvantage of a ssuperscalar arcchitecture (multiple
instructionns operating on
o separate daata in parallel)) (Diamond ett al., 2011). T
Thus, SMT ennables each core to
handle muultiple tasks by allowing onne task to worrk while the oother is waitinng for a resultt, or allowing both
instructionns to be comppleted simultaaneously becauuse they use non-conflictinng resources ((Rai et al., 2010).
Especiallyy applications like
l
FIC with data-parallelissm, where mulltiple executioon threads execcute the same code
on differennt sets of datta, SMT can iimprove their performance in approximaately 30% whhen compared with
non-SMT solutions (Raaasch & Reinhaardt, 2003).
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6. Experimental Results and Discussion
We have used two input images for performing our evaluation. The first refers to the Lenna (Note 2) picture and
presents 256x256 pixels, while the second is a Coliseum photo with 512x512 pixels. Each experiment was run
30 times and we got the mean value and the standard deviation. Considering all the tests, the highest standard
deviation for the 256x256 image as 2.78% from the average, while 1.51% was the index obtained for the
512x512 input. We started the time counter before launching the first thread and stopped it after finalizing the
execution of all threads. This method discarded sequential code in the measures. Table 1 presents the obtained
PSNR when varying the number of ranges. The number of threads does not matter for evaluating this index since
the output image is always the same. The 2x2-sized range achieved the best results resulting from its better
entropy when compared to larger ranges. Visually, images with PSNR greater than 21 have a good visualization
capacity for human beings (Türkan et al., 2012). We achieved a compression rate of 2:1 in both images when
employing a range with dimensions 2x2. However, 234:1 and 250:1 compression ratios were observed for
32x32-sized ranges when manipulating Lenna and Coliseum images, respectively.
Table 1. Analyzing the obtained PSNR (measured in decibels) for both evaluated images.
Input Image
Lenna
Coliseum

Dimension of ranges
2x2 4x4 8x8 16x16
35
31
26
22
38
27
22
19

32x32
19
18

Tables 2 and 3 present the evaluation of both input images when using a dual-core machine without SMT facility.
As expected, the best results appear when testing 2 or 4 threads. For example, when testing only one thread with
a range dimension equal to 4 the result was 6.57 seconds. This configuration does not take profit of the parallel
machine. However, the execution with 32 threads presented the highest execution time when comparing
executions of multiple threads. This behavior is explained by the overhead of mutex, synchronization and thread
management primitives. The larger the number of threads, the higher this overhead. This elucidates a common
behavior on evaluating threads on dual-core processors, where the application time decreases abruptly with 2 and
4 threads and grows up slowly when enlarging the number of threads. Figure 6 illustrates the speedup
(sequential_time ÷ parallel_time) and the parallel efficiency (Speedup ÷ processors) for the tests with 2x2 range.
Our application presents a poor speedup because the number of threads is greater than the number of execution
cores. This statement becomes clear in the efficiency graph. Considering that we have only 2 physical cores, the
execution with two threads presented the highest efficiency (92%). The execution with 4 up to 32 threads
expresses the dilemma of concurrence, since each pair of threads competes for a single processor.
Figure 7 depicts the speedup evaluation results of the Coliseum image over a dual-core machine. This image
presents a larger computation grain if compared with the Lenna one. In other words, the overhead associated
with threads are better amortized when testing the Coliseum image since each thread has more work to compute
in comparison with the other image. In this way, the execution with 2 threads reaches indexes up to 1.97 of
speedup which is considered a good measure since the ideal speedup for this configuration is 2. Besides this
analysis, it is possible to observe other two behaviors in the graph of Figure 7. Firstly, the larger the dimension of
the ranges, the lower the captured speedup. For example, the execution with a range of 32x32 presents a lowest
computation grain per each thread. Secondly, we can observe an execution pattern among the threads.
Independent of the number of threads, the speedup curve presents the same aspect.
Table 2. Evaluating a dual-core processor without SMT support with a 256x256-sized image (Lenna) - Time in
seconds.
Range

Sequential

2x2
4x4
8x8
16x16
32x32

45.379
6.576
1.249
0.268
0.058

Threads
2
24.899
3.523
0.834
0.219
0.059

4
25.352
3.459
0.779
0.213
0.062
40

8
25.583
3.520
0.790
0.219
0.069

16
25.490
3.540
0.796
0.226
0.081

32
25.548
3.562
0.825
0.245
0.117
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Table 3. E
Evaluating a duual-core processsor without S
SMT support w
with a 512x5122-sized image (Coliseum) - Time
in secondss.
Rangge

Sequentiaal

2x2
4x4
8x8
16x116
32x332

682.097
114.911
21.523
4.563
1.023

Threads
2
346.828
59.910
10.948
2.476
0.661

4
343.326
58.306
11.028
2.442
0.623

8
344.427
58.450
11.076
2.4492
0.6637

16
347.849
59.042
11.2344
2.525
0.665

32
350.961
59.792
11.309
2.593
0.725

Figure 6. (a) Speedup and
a (b) parallell efficiency whhen using a 256x256-sized im
mage, 2x2 rangge and a dual-c
core
machine w
without SMT suupport

F
Figure 7. Speeddup with a 5122x512-sized im
mage and a duaal-core machinne without SMT support
with SMT sup
pport.
Both Tables 4 and 5 present the resuults when channging the infraastructure to thhe processor w
Different ffrom the evaluuation on Tablles 2 and 3, thhe employmennt of 4 executtion threads faavors the execution
time whenn using 4 threaads significanttly. Figure 8 shhows the gainn measured by sequential_tim
me ÷ parallel_
_time
when anallyzing the coliiseum picture with SMT-asssisted dual-corre processor. T
The performannce of two thrreads
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obtained gains up to 1.98, which are considered a good measure for this number of threads. However, we can
observe that the use of 2 threads does not take profit from the entire power of the parallel architecture, since an
execution thread remains allocated per core. The execution with 4 up to 32 cores took profit from the SMT
solution. Particularly, we obtained a gain of 3.05 when testing 4 threads and ranges with dimension 16x16, which
represents more than 75% of usage considering the execution threads inside the cores. The most relevant
verifications concern the execution with 2x2 ranges. As we can see in Figure 8, the performance of this
configuration does not scale well when treating for 4 or more threads. The calculus with this dimension of ranges
is more computationally intensive than others. Furthermore, interactions require more memory since the subset
of ranges belonging to each thread is larger than other range configurations. Clearly, any of the following
observations causes a system bottleneck (Diamond et al., 2011): (i) memory contention; (ii) cache miss; (iii)
concurrent access to components in the superscalar pipeline of the SMT core.
Table 4. Evaluating a SMT dual-core processor with a 256x256-sized image (Lenna) - Time in seconds.
Range

Sequential

2x2
4x4
8x8
16x16
32x32

39.872
6.241
1.476
0.345
0.077

Threads
2
23.804
3.190
0.768
0.191
0.046

4
20.735
2.700
0.612
0.159
0.045

8
20.493
2.704
0.557
0.157
0.050

16
20.518
2.726
0.562
0.163
0.068

32
20.717
2.763
0.597
0.213
0.112

Figure 9 illustrates a comparison graph considering both configuration of dual-core processors and the Lenna
image. Although the SMT processor operates with 4 execution threads, our evaluation showed that the best
results were obtained with 8 user threads. This combination was the best one for enlarging the efficiency
regarding the cores utilization. Despite a large number of threads rises the operating system time for both
managing and scheduling them efficiently, the threads are useful for exploiting superscalar and preemption
facilities found on SMT processors. Logically, the number of threads must be analyzed with the thread
granularity. In out case, 8 threads and 8x8 ranges compose the set with better performance. Finally, Figure 10
depicts the tests in which a range of 32x32 pixels and the Coliseum image were employed. This configuration
points out the traditional curve when working with threads. We have a perceptible reduction in time when
enabling threads and the time grows up when enlarging the number of threads as well. This is explained by
computational work grain. The larger the number of threads, the lower the grain to be calculated by each thread
(each thread receives a subset of ranges uniformly). In addition, more threads implies in a higher cost on
synchronization and mutex primitives.
Table 5. Evaluating a SMT dual-core processor with a 512x512-sized image (Coliseum) - Time in seconds.
Range

Sequential

2x2
4x4
8x8
16x16
32x32

627.877
126.557
24.872
5.869
1.381

Threads
2
329.060
64.227
13.404
2.977
0.711

4
281.961
43.187
8.513
1.946
0.523
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8
273.816
43.158
8.527
1.967
0.512

16
271.517
43.340
8.604
1.993
0.536

32
272.759
43.657
8.751
2.103
0.613
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Figure 8. Evaluatingg the Coliseum
m figure with thhe SMT-assistted dual-core. T
The gain in y aaxis is equal to
o
sequential time ÷ paralleel time

Lenna image. P
Percentage of G
Gain (PoG) is
Figuure 9. Evaluatinng both dual-ccore configurattion with the L
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Figgure 10. Evaluuating the comppression of Cooliseum picturee with 32 threaads on both nonn-SMT and
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7. Related Work
FIC technique has grabbed much attention in recent years because of manifold advantages, very high
compression ratio, high decompression speed, high bit-rate and resolution independence. There have been many
techniques, and improvements published in this field since 1990. Most of them are focused on some algorithm
improvements for a smart search, which both reduce the size of search pool for range-domain matching and yield
a significant speedup in execution time (Fu & Zhu, 2009; Jeng et al., 2009; Mitra et al., 1998; Qin et al., 2009;
Revathy & Jayamohan, 2012; Rowshanbin et al., 2006; Sun & Wun, 2009; Vahdati et al., 2010). In particular,
Revathy and Jayamohan (2012) proposed a dynamic preparation of a domain pool for each range block, instead
of working with a set of static domains from the beginning of the execution (Revathy & Jayamohan, 2012).
Vahdati et al. (2010) presented a Chaotic particle swarm optimization (CPSO) based on the characteristics of
fractal and partitioned iterated function system. In addition, Ant Colony (Li et al., 2008), Neural Networks (Sun
et al., 2001) and Genetic Algorithm (Mitra et al., 2000; Mitra et al., 1998; Wu & Lin, 2010) techniques were
proposed to greatly decreases the search space for finding the self similarities in the given image. Contrary of
exploring a reduction in the application time, Selim et al. focused on procuring a high compression index by
maintaining a peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) larger than 30 (Selim et al., 2008).
Regarding the exploration of parallel architectures, for the best of our knowledge there are the following
initiatives for solving the FIC problem. Jackson and Blom (1995), based in a nCUBE multiprocessor, showed a
parallel solution implementing a “host and nodes” solution, where a single processor was dedicated for
distributing the workload to nodes and gathering results. Another message-passing solution were proposed by
Qureshi and Hussein (2008), who implemented a three static master-worker MPI (Message Passing Interface)
strategies for enabling load balancing on a Beowulf cluster of workstations. The authors measured both the
speedup and the worker idle time of each implementation. Other features used in the context of FIC, considering
a multicomputer environment, were Web Services (Fang et al., 2011) and process migration (Righi, 2012).
Particular, this second work applies process rescheduling in grid environments for dealing with architecture
heterogeneity and application dynamicity. Some works explore SIMD (Single Instruction Multiple Data)
architectures, and more especially GPU (Graphical Processing Unit) (Wakatani, 2012; Khan & Akhtar, 2013).
Kim and Choi (2011) combined both GPU and multithreading in their 2D DCT (discrete cosine transform)
solution for the FIC problem (Kim & Choi, 2011). The article focused on the OpenCL parallel modeling. The
authors just used an Intel core 2 Duo for the tests. Cao and Gu (Cao & Gu, 2010; Cao & Gu, 2011) presented a
multithreading-based FIC implementation with OpenMP library by putting pragma codeword on iterative
constructions simply. Albeit they pointed out a multicore implementation, the authors just presented tests with a
quad-core system. Analyzing the contemplated related works, we observed a lack of studies on comparing the
power of the recent multicore and SMT architectures for calculating the FIC problem. Hence, this opportunity of
work was explored in this article.
8. Conclusion
With the help of recent development on semiconductor design, modern processors can provide a great
opportunity to increase the performance on processing multimedia data by exploiting data-parallelism in
multicore and SMT systems. Aiming to verify this statement, we employed in this article a parallel modeling of
the so-called Fractal Image Compression (FIC) problem. Over the recent decades, FIC is a field of intensive
research, applied not only in image processing but also in database indexing, texture mapping and pattern
recognition problems. We designed a fork-join modeling to explore the fully potential of the parallel architecture,
where each thread has a copy of the entire D (Domain) set and receives from the main program its own subset of
ranges, which represents a subpart of the input image. The threads run without dependencies among themselves
and are synchronized once for collecting the compressed image.
We confirmed the Garcia and Gao’s (2013) affirmation, that says applications with data-parallelism, where
multiple threads execute the same code on different sets of data, can improve their performance dramatically
when taking profit from SMT and multicore technologies. The results showed gains up to 68% (with SMT) and
48% (without SMT) when comparing multiple and single-thread scenarios in both configurations of dual-core
processors. We can explain this rate by: (i) our modeling strategy and; (ii) fact that FIC is a CPU-bound problem.
The benefits of data parallelism exploration were more evident in the SMT configuration. The use of 4 execution
threads in SMT-assisted dual-core provided a performance gain up to 29% if compared to a non-SMT
configuration. Particularly, we obtained this index with 8 user threads, which occupy each execution thread in a
better way. In the best of our knowledge, this article is the first that presents a parallel FIC application focused
on multicore and SMT systems, showing a detailed evaluation on them. Besides this, we can extend our
contribution to operating systems. They can include the parallel FIC implementation proposed here as an
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optional for compressing images, since multicore systems have become state-of-the-art in processor architecture
field.
Finally, the tests allow us to conclude that the performance of a multithreading system depends on the
computational grain on each thread, the number of processors in the target machine and the
mutex/synchronization directives in the code. Future work comprises the execution of the FIC problem by
modeling a message-passing application to execute over AMPI (Adaptive MPI) (Rodrigues et al., 2010). In this
way, we intent to evaluate the problem with threads, with MPI solely and by combining both threads and MPI
approaches.
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Notes
Note 1. We used the term “execution threads” in the remaining of this document for treating SMT technology,
while we employed just “threads” for denoting multiple execution entities created by a parallel application.
Note 2. Standard test image which has been in use since 1973 in the computer graphics area.
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